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Satirical Stories Students
Celebrate all things sparkly, including unicorn poop, with this rainbow-filled, humorous story! Did you know that when a unicorn
poops, rainbows arch across the sky? And when they toot, shiny bubbles float all around! What happens when a unicorn sneezes
or spits or cries? More magical whimsy occurs when unicorns do all these things, of course. Just don't step in their poop-eww!
Complete with stunning, bright, and magical full-color illustrations, When Unicorns Poop is sure to delight kids as well as be the
perfect gift for any unicorn-crazed adult.
Named one of the Best Books of 2017 by the Philadelphia Inquirer All hell breaks loose in the liberal bubble when a mother's life
spirals out of control when she's forced to rethink her bleeding heart ideals. For Karen Kipple, it isn't enough that she works fulltime in the non-profit sector for an organization that helps children from disadvantaged homes. She's also determined to live her
personal life in accordance with her ideals. This means sending her daughter, Ruby, to an integrated public school in their
Brooklyn neighborhood. But when a troubled student from a nearby housing project begins bullying children in Ruby's class, the
distant social and economic issues Karen has always claimed to care about so passionately begin to feel uncomfortably close to
home. A daring, discussable satire about gentrification and liberal hypocrisy, CLASS is also a smartly written story that reveals
how life as we live it--not as we like to imagine it--often unfolds in gray areas.
Prepare to be shocked. From the man The Wall Street Journal hailed as a "Swiftean satirist" comes the most shocking book ever
written! The Borowitz Report: The Big Book of Shockers, by award-winning fake journalist Andy Borowitz, contains page after page
of "news stories" too hot, too controversial, too -- yes, shocking -- for the mainstream press to handle. Sample the groundbreaking
reporting from the news organization whose motto is "Give us thirty minutes -- we'll waste it."
The Butter Battle Book, Dr. Seuss's classic cautionary tale, introduces readers to the important lesson of respecting differences.
The Yooks and Zooks share a love of buttered bread, but animosity brews between the two groups because they prefer to enjoy
the tasty treat differently. The timeless and topical rhyming text is an ideal way to teach young children about the issues of
tolerance and respect. Whether in the home or in the classroom, The Butter Battle Book is a must-have for readers of all ages.
Like many ambitious New York City teenagers, Craig Gilner sees entry into Manhattan's Executive Pre-Professional High School
as the ticket to his future. Determined to succeed at life—which means getting into the right high school to get into the right college
to get the right job—Craig studies night and day to ace the entrance exam, and does. That's when things start to get crazy. At his
new school, Craig realizes that he isn't brilliant compared to the other kids; he's just average, and maybe not even that. He soon
sees his once-perfect future crumbling away.
"In this book with no pictures, the reader has to say every silly word, no matter what"-Hold on to your hats for the conclusion of the celebrated hat trilogy by Caldecott Medalist Jon Klassen, who gives his deadpan
finale a surprising new twist. Two turtles have found a hat. The hat looks good on both of them. But there are two turtles. And there
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is only one hat. . . . Evoking hilarity and sympathy, the shifting eyes tell the tale in this brilliantly paced story in three parts,
highlighting Jon Klassen’s visual comedy and deceptive simplicity. The delicious buildup takes an unexpected turn that is sure to
please loyal fans and newcomers alike.
High Acolades Indeed:"It's hip, it's brave, it's laugh-out-loud funny. Wish I'd thought of it first." Jimmy Fallon's postman"If ever there
was a book that made me want to eat my Kindle, it's this one. Ever heard of edible humor? No? Well, this is that." Anthony
Bourdain's green grocer"Yeah, baby." Diane Rheam's manicurist What happens when a caveman goes shopping for real estate?
Or a hypnotist learns the value of advertising from within? Or a famous children's television character goes speed dating? These
and other pertinent questions are answered in Michelle Sandoval's first collection of humorous short stories, satire, and comedy
sketches. (Warning: Don't try the sketches at home. At least not without fire retardant sweaters.) If you're looking for a funny book
that will entertain and make you laugh out loud, even if you're in the dentist's waiting area, or if you need to unplug from the
serious side of life, then you need this book; if not for the pure entertainment value, then for the mental health it will provide, as
medicine is the best laughter. Or whatever. We think you'll agree: This Book is Funny.What critics are saying:"Ha.
Ha.""LOL.""Snort. Guffaw. Chortle."About Michelle Sandoval:Michelle grew up staring out the window during math class. So, no,
she's not a brilliant mathematician. But the girl can write because that's all she managed to do or to think about when she was
supposed to be doing other more responsible things. Like combing her hair. Or eating. It still happens in alarming regularity, but
with the help of her husband, son, and mighty mini dachshund, she's fed and cleaned up pretty well.
The hit book about a willful young frog with a serious identity crisis and his heard-it-all-before father is now available in paperback!
Perfect for fans of Mo Willems's Don't Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus! and Jon Klassen's I Want My Hat Back! Frog wants to be
anything but a slimy, wet frog. A cat, perhaps. Or a rabbit. An owl? But when a hungry wolf arrives--a wolf who HATES eating
frogs--our hero decides that being himself isn't so bad after all. In this very silly story with a sly message, told in hilarious dialogue
between a feisty young frog and his heard-it-all-before father, young readers will identify with little Frog's desire to be something
different, while laughing along at his stubborn yet endearing schemes to prove himself right. And look for the hilarious sequels--I
Don't Want to Be Big, There's Nothing to Do!, and I Don't Want to Go to Sleep. ? "First-time author Petty's dialogue between a frog
father and his son makes its point about accepting one's nature with a big grin. . . . The story might create similar gratitude in the
minds of readers--or it might just make them giggle."--Publishers Weekly, STARRED REVIEW "A lively look at selfacceptance."--Kirkus "This amusing story ends with a laugh and a much more content frog."--School Library Journal "Silliness and
deadpan humor combine into a hopping good story of being happy with who you are."--Booklist "A paean to self-acceptance
wrapped in snappy dialogue and illustrated with richly colored comic paintings."--Wall Street Journal "Petty and Boldt provide just
enough predictability to hook youngest readers, then deliver a delightful twist or two to create surprise and satisfaction--for both
the green hero and the many fans he'll make with this book."--Shelf Awareness "This lighthearted exploration of identity will delight
as a readaloud."--The Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books
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It's the first week of school, and Peachy couldn't be happier. This year, she can finally join the school newspaper! She's always
pictured herself as a star reporter, writing articles that make a difference. But when Peachy goes to sign up--and drags her hyper
best friend, Keen, along with her --- they learn that the paper has shut down for good. No one's reading the news anymore!
Peachy is crushed. Just then, Keen gets a text alert, and Peachy's wheels start turning. What if the newspaper were published to
student's tablets! Peachy is determined, and Keen is hungry --okay, kind of determined but mostly hungry--and they set off to
make it happen. But most of the students they try to recruit are more interested in other clubs, and all of the teachers are too busy
to be their advisor. Plus, Peachy & Keen get in a huge fight. Will Purrfect 9 Magazine be doomed before it even begins--along with
their friendship?
In this mischievously funny picture book with audio, friends come in all shapes and sizes. In case you were wondering, here's an
incomplete list of things giraffes ruin: - Birthday parties - Going to the movies - Playing at the park - Hide and Seek - Everything
else Yes, that's right. Giraffes ruin everything. But what happens when our narrator gets into a tricky situation? Perhaps he'll find
giraffes aren't so bad after all . . .
Fans of If You Give a Mouse a Cookie will love this new preschool gem from beloved storyteller Keiko Kasza A hat is not just a hat
in these woods! From tree branch to stream to flower patch—wherever the hat lands, someone knows exactly what to do with it and
exclaims, “Finders, keepers!” But this red hat doesn’t stay in one place for long, and everyone will be surprised by what happens
to it in the end. Youngsters will be delighted by the silly scenes and clever twists and turns in this charming circular story.
The works of the laureate of international literary prizes, the cavalier of the Order of Friendship Marcel Salimov are well-known not
only in Russia but also abroad. He is the author of about forty books, translated into many languages. As the classic of Russian
literature Sergey Mikhalkov has correctly pointed out, the laughter of the prominent Bashkir writer, the bright satirist is always
social as his characters are taken from the people's lives. And so are the heroes of the story «The Bird's Milk», with whom the
reader will be able to make an interesting journey through the Russian province and even on the Moon.
Funny Business, the first volume in Jon Scieszka's Guys Read Library of Great Reading, features ten short stories guaranteed to
delight, amuse, and possibly make you spit your milk in your friend's face. There's something for everyone in this collection of
short stories from some of the funniest writers around. This hilarious, offbeat first installment in the Guys Read Library is 100%
grade-A humor, guaranteed to have kids of all ages asking for more. Authors include Mac Barnett, Eoin Colfer, Christopher Paul
Curtis, Kate DiCamillo & Jon Scieszka, Paul Feig, Jack Gantos, Jeff Kinney, David Lubar, Adam Rex, and David Yoo, with
illustrations by Adam Rex.
F stands for "funny" in this perfect gift for students or anyone who has ever had to struggle through a test and needs a good laugh.
Celebrating the creative side of failure in a way we can all relate to, F in Exams gathers the most hilarious and inventive test answers
provided by students who, faced with a question they have no hope of getting right, decide to have a little fun instead. Whether in science (Q:
What is the highest frequency noise that a human can register? A: Mariah Carey), the humanities (Q: What did Mahatma Gandhi and
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Genghis Khan have in common? A: Unusual names), math, or other subjects, these 250 entries prove that while everyone enjoys the
spectacle of failure, it's even sweeter to see a FAIL turn into a WIN.
For fans of Dragons Love Tacos comes a fresh, funny story that deals with everyone's least favorite thing: a cold. Is your dragon sleepy?
Does he have a runny nose? Does he keep sneezing fire? Unfortunately, it sounds like your dragon has a cold. But luckily, this guide will help
anxious dragon owners through the challenges of caring for their sick dragon! Balancing tongue-in-cheek humor through Charles Santoso's
illustrations with gentle reassurance, this story proves that laughter really is the best medicine and will appeal to anyone who has felt under
the weather.
At a certain parish the tabernacle was a wide rectangle set into the wall. One day the primary children were learning about the Mass. At the
end of the lesson, Sister asked, "Does anyone have any questions?" With furrowed brow, a child inquired, "Why does Father put Jesus into
the microwave?" Kids. You never know what they're going to say next! As educators in America's Catholic classrooms, The Sisters of Notre
Dame are no strangers to hilarious mix-ups, priceless mispronunciations, and innocent mistakes like this one. Now they're sharing their over
125-year treasury of funny stories and anecdotes in Why is Jesus in the Microwave? These real-life episodes cover everything from prayer -"O my God, I am partly sorry." to morality - "Maybe I lie a little bit, but nobody's perfect." to schoolwork -- "Dear Joe, if you die, can I have
your report card?" to holidays -- "And where was Baby Jesus born?" "In a haystack." And lots more! Priest or teacher, parent or grandparent,
or anyone needing to lose themselves in funny and wholesome stories will enjoy Why is Jesus in the Microwave? It is a joyful reminder that
laughter is a gift from God.
A young girl lists the seventeen things she is not allowed to do anymore, including not being able to make ice after freezing a fly in one of the
cubes.
Sringeri Srinivas was tearing his hair in anger in Annual Haircut Day. He came up with a great idea in Too Many Bananas. In Too Much
Noise, he found peace. In this book, the crazy but lovable, long-haired farmer becomes very, very angry again.
In this wonderfully inventive book, Bella is taking her dog for a stroll across the page but halfway across, he disappears! Unable to quite
believe what's just happened Bella watches, transfixed, with changing emotions of surprise, indignation, moments of renewed hope (as the
authorities arrive to take control) followed by shock (as they too succumb to the book's inexplicable behaviour) and finally action when Bella
marches toward the dangerous middle of the book . . . only to disappear herself! At this point, the book has consumed its characters and it's
down to the reader to step in to help. A note from Bella appears directly appealing for assistance and, with a rigorous shake, the characters
reappear. Normality is restored and Bella is finally able to take her dog for an uninterrupted walk . . . or is she?!
El Ninjo is going to demonstrate how he takes advantage of each single adventure that he is experiencing in various hilarious situations of life
in Volume 1 and the situations go like this: * The Wake Upper Popper * The Straight Up Breakfast Table Shot * The Flying Carpet * The
Backpack Burster * The Gasification In The Car * The Neighbour Detonator * The Imaginary Bone Shot Or Fart Expressionism * The Blue
Hour In The Elevator (This is a brand new and never before released story. It is included for the first time in this new and enhanced color and
audio version of the Fart Book) * The Delivery Boy Truck Detonater * The Stinky Tsunami * The Lego Blower * The Hand Stinker * The
Marshmallow Shooter * The Steamy Sweat Blanket Pooper * The Gas Eruption in the Chicken Coop and many more... In Volume 3 he faces
the most dangerous animals. He uses his bean blowing way in order to save his life! He gets attacked by the lion, the leopard, the crocodile,
and many more dangerous animals in the jungle and in the end there is only one animal that he feels save to be around with. The list of the
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African Bean Fart Adventures in the Jungle goes like this: * Arrival At The Lodge With Poop & Pump * The Safari Mobil Breakdown * The
Jungle Bang * The Bean Slam'n Smoke * The Artistic Liana Salto Blaster * The Tears Gas Boom * The Gorilla Sound Cloud and many more
steamy Kenja bean blowing stories... One last word of WARNING from El Ninjo himself: "Don't forget to check your shorts after you finish
reading...because you'll laugh so hard you might tear your pants. I heard some scary story about a brave 8 year old boy who got so excited
and laughed so hard about one of my fart whiffing episodes, he tore his underpants! Don't ask me about the reaction of his Mom who had to
wash and mend her son's poopy ripped pants. Hahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahaha - This one is a real gag! This boy is
now part of the flatulent secret society!"

Mosquitoes can bite all kinds of people--ballerinas, chefs, babies, even you and me. But they can't bite . . . NINJAS!
Mosquitoes might be quick, but ninjas are quicker. Mosquitoes might be sneaky, but ninjas are sneakier. And mosquitoes
might be hungry, but ninjas are . . . hungrier! With tons of not-very-stealthy appeal, Jordan P. Novak's debut delivers
buzzy, wacky, and hilarious read-to-me eBook.
Memes and Internet satire are everywhere online. They come and go so quickly, it's hard to understand what they even
mean. Readers take a closer look at this modern phenomenon in a thoughtful and accessible way. They will explore the
early days of memes including where the name comes from and how they spread throughout the web. This book
investigates the world of Internet satire including the rise of fake news and the trouble humor can cause when they go too
far. A helpful glossary and resources to further readers' learning are provided inside.
With the wit and read-aloud appeal of Peter Brown’s Children Make Terrible Pets and William Steig’s Pete’s a Pizza,
this funny, fierce picture book teaches kids just what it takes to be a great lion There are seven steps to becoming a
proper lion, including Looking Fierce, Roaring, Prowling Around, and Pouncing. Our young hero, a rather meek and
scrawny human boy, does his best to learn the necessary skills during his training with a master instructor (who just
happens to be a real lion). After a grueling set of lessons, the boy discovers that that the final step—Looking Out for Your
Friends—is the most important of all. That’s how any kid can earn his lion diploma (not to mention the affection of every
cat in town).
Comical Mr. Funny, who makes everybody laugh, finds that his talent comes in handy in cheering up the sick animals at
the zoo.
"The Story of an Ostrich: An Allegory and Humorous Satire in Rhyme" by I. J. Potter. Published by Good Press. Good
Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and nonfiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good
Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to
produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
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A Maine couple and their gigantic toddler take a trip to New York City, where despite his size, the "wicked big toddlah"
becomes lost. Illustrations.
With whimsical illustrations by Paulette Bogan, Aaron Reynolds has created a hilarious picture book about one rooster's
quest for culinary delight. What happens at Nuthatcher Farm when the chickens get tired of the same old chicken feed?
The rooster hatches a plan, of course! With a pinch of genius, a dash of resourcefulness, and a little pilfering from the
farmer's garden, the chickens whip up a scrumptious snack of chips and salsa. When the rest of the barnyard gets a whiff
of the spicy smells and want to join in, it can mean only one thing . . . FIESTA! But when the big day arrives, all their
spicy southwestern supplies are gone! It seems that Mr. and Mrs. Nuthatcher have caught on to the flavor craze as well,
and the only thing left for the animals to do is to try a new culinary style-ooh la la!
Emailed jokes and funny stories.
A collection of humorous stories from over two dozen contemporary female writers, as well as autobiographical essays, comics,
poems, and comic strips.
In Bad Little Children's Books, illustrator Arthur C. Gackley creates hysterical parodies of children's book covers from more
innocent times. Many of these original books focus on life's lessons, joys, and curiosities. Gackley cleverly takes the books' classic
covers and turns them into unforgettable, edgy, politicaly incorrect parodies that speak to the bad little kid in all of us. With a
catalog of children's book titles like Peeping Tommy Goes Cougar Hunting, Cousin Milky Is Lactose Intolerant, and The Blind
Child's Picture Dictionary, this collection will have readers in stitches. A fun read for parents, grown-ups, and kids-at-heart
everywhere, Bad Little Children's Books leaves no bad joke unmade.
From the #1 bestselling author of The Bomber Mafia, the landmark book that has revolutionized the way we understand leadership
and decision making. In his breakthrough bestseller The Tipping Point, Malcolm Gladwell redefined how we understand the world
around us. Now, in Blink, he revolutionizes the way we understand the world within. Blink is a book about how we think without
thinking, about choices that seem to be made in an instant--in the blink of an eye--that actually aren't as simple as they seem. Why
are some people brilliant decision makers, while others are consistently inept? Why do some people follow their instincts and win,
while others end up stumbling into error? How do our brains really work--in the office, in the classroom, in the kitchen, and in the
bedroom? And why are the best decisions often those that are impossible to explain to others? In Blink we meet the psychologist
who has learned to predict whether a marriage will last, based on a few minutes of observing a couple; the tennis coach who
knows when a player will double-fault before the racket even makes contact with the ball; the antiquities experts who recognize a
fake at a glance. Here, too, are great failures of "blink": the election of Warren Harding; "New Coke"; and the shooting of Amadou
Diallo by police. Blink reveals that great decision makers aren't those who process the most information or spend the most time
deliberating, but those who have perfected the art of "thin-slicing"--filtering the very few factors that matter from an overwhelming
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number of variables.
A big selection of funny stories that are perfect for camping with kids.
What do you do when you spot a wild Trump in the election season? New York Times bestselling author and comedian Michael
Ian Black has some sage advice for children (and all the rest of us who are scratching our heads in disbelief) in this perfectly timely
parody picture book intended for adults that would be hysterical if it wasn’t so true. The beasty is called an American Trump. Its
skin is bright orange, its figure is plump. Its fur so complex you might get enveloped. Its hands though are, sadly, underdeveloped.
The Trump is a curious creature, very often spotted in the wild, but confounding to our youngest citizens. A business mogul, reality
TV host, and now…political candidate? Kids (and let’s be honest many adults) might have difficulty discerning just what this thing
that’s been dominating news coverage this election cycle is. Could he actually be real? Are those…words coming out of his mouth?
Why are his hands so tiny? And perhaps most importantly, what on earth do you do when you encounter an American Trump?
With his signature wit and a classic picture book style, comedian Michael Ian Black introduces those unfamiliar with the Americus
Trumpus to his distinguishing features and his mystifying campaign for world domination…sorry…President of the United States.
Fred and Nell's grandma is babysitting and the kids couldn't be happier. But hang on, there's something not quite right about her.
In fact, she's acting very strangely indeed. And is that a spare eyeball? A tail? A striped tongue? That's NOT their grandma; it's an
alien ... RUUUUUUN! Find out how Fred and Nell overcome the invasion by grandmas from Mars (and get their own grandma
back!) in this completely crazy and brilliantly bonkers, fun and irreverent picture book from the talented Michelle Robinson, with
illustrations by rising star Fred Blunt. This eBook comes with a glorious, hilarious audio accompaniment, read by CBeebies star
Justin Fletcher.
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